
 If you take the test in one of advance session or you take an alternative test in 2020 or 2021 : 

TOL ≥ 59,50  

Alternative 

Test with 

required 

score 

You can enroll directly, without be considered in the ranking, in the advance period from 
12 to 15 July 2021. 

TOL < 59,50   You cannot be considered in advance or second standard enrolment period. 

 

 

If you take the test in 2021 and you achieve the diploma in 2021 or you have already achieved it:  

TOL ≥ 59,50 

 
TENG ≥ 24 correct answers = TEST PASSED and TENG PASSED  
You can enroll in second Standard Enrolment period and in the subsequently scrolling 
rankings or in the third Standard Enrolment period, if your position in the ranking allow 
you to have one of the available places. 
 

TENG < 24 correct answers = TEST PASSED and TENG FAILED  
You can enroll in second Standard Enrolment period and in its scrolling ranking or in the 
third Standard Enrolment period, if your position in the ranking allow you to have one of 
the available places. 
 
 

 with OFA TENG (to be discharge after enrolment starting from the October sessions)  

 

TOL < 59,50   

TENG ≥ 24 correct answers = TEST FAILED and TENG PASSED  

 with OFA TEST (to be regained after the enrolment, starting from the October 

session)   

You cannot enroll in First and Second Standard Enrolment Periods, you could ask to be 

considered in the ranking of the third enrolment Period, only if you have obtained the 

minimum test score of 20.  

TENG < 24 correct answers = TEST FAILED and TENG FAILED  

with OFA TEST and OFA TENG (to be regained after enrolment starting from the 

October period)  

You cannot enroll in First and Second Standard Enrolment Period, you could ask to be 

considered in the ranking of the third enrolment Period, only if you have obtained the 

minimum test score of 20. 



If you take the test in 2020 and you will achieve the diploma in 2021:  

You can enroll in the first advance period of enrolment in AY 2021/2022, in any Bachelor course if 
your test score is:  

TOL ≥ 59,50  

TENG ≥ 24 
TEST PASSED and TENG PASSED 

TOL ≥ 59,50  

TENG < 24 
TEST PASSED and TENG FAILED 

 

 

 

 

 


